Age Estimation with Smartphone: Is It Reliable for Forensics Identification?

Abstract

Age estimation is one of the important components in forensic science used for personal identification, biological profile reconstruction, and help narrowing the search possibilities. Age estimation can be done by various methods and biological evidence, such as the human face. The human face is one of biometrics that provides a variety of information. The purpose of this article is to evaluate the accuracy and reliability of age estimation with face using smartphone for forensic identification based on previous studies and experiences. Age estimation by face is based on age progression that causes attrition and degeneration on soft tissue. With the development of technology, age estimation by face can be done with applications or websites on smartphone. In general, the utilization of smartphone can reduce waste, pollution, research cost and easier to save and share. A lot of applications have been developed and free to download. Unfortunately, the accuracy of its results is unknown. In conclusion, the applications for age estimation on smartphone give quiet good results and can be used as a supporting tool to estimate age in forensic identification.
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INTRODUCTION

The human face is one of biometrics that can give a wide variety of information, such as identity, age, gender, emotion, and ethnicity. Each person has a different facial characteristic and no human face is like another, even in monozygotic twins. A lot of factors influence human face characteristics, such as environment, health conditions, lifestyle, and genes. The human face is also affected by facial expression, head profile, occlusion and aging. Because of its individualizing characteristics, the human face is used for identification purposes. The human face as a tool for identification has been used in real-world applications. For examples are in a passport, driver license, and criminal investigation. For the past few years, analysis research is being led to an area of facial appearance as an age estimator. Facial appearance provides the most essential information about age. Age estimation is one important component of forensic medicine which is challenging and requires an interdisciplinary approach.
Aging effects on the human face may come in diverse ways. It has been reported that each person has a different aging pattern, and it depends on several factors, such as genetics, dietary habits, ethnicity, environment, and level of stress. Facial aging also differs in every stage of life. Histologically, facial aging can be divided into intrinsic aging and extrinsic aging and both of them also occur in all body tissue. Intrinsic aging is related to physiological and histological changes that cause cellular apoptosis and another genetic transformation. Intrinsic aging leads to changes in epidermal tissue and epidermal cell, decrease in melanocytes and Langerhans cells, reduced number of mast cells, and fibroblast. Different from intrinsic aging, extrinsic aging is associated with external factors such as dehydration, extreme temperature, injury, environmental toxins, and exposure ultraviolet (UV) rays. The common changes in extrinsic aging are epidermis thickening, dermaepidermal junction flattening, and increasing of hyperplastic fibro-blasts.

During the growth period, age progression can be seen on the transformation of the head and face and it is called “Cardioideal strain”. Head and face transform remarkably and can be recognized as the differences between age easily. On the other side, in 20 years of life, craniofacial transformations are fewer than soft tissue changes. Between 20 to 60 years of life, the major alteration can be seen with the decrease of soft tissue thickness. Biologically, collagen underneath the skin also decreases as the human gets older. Loss of collagen underneath the skin is characterized by darker skin, thinner, leathery, and less elastic skin.

The development of digital technologies and communications has entirely changed human lifestyle. Digital technologies have replaced many traditional methods and removed a lot of barriers associated with conventional media. It also has an impact on forensic science. Forensic science can be described as identification, collection, analysis, and explanation of evidence with the appliance of scientific or technical approaches. A lot of technologies have been improved and used in forensic science in recent years and it helps to improve the sensitivity and facilitate forensic investigation.

Utilization of technology in forensic science, called digital forensic science, can be defined as investigations or criminal proceeding which uses technology as a method to obtain and analyse all digital evidence. Currently, digital evidence processing can be done with portable electronics such as smartphones. It becomes the primary focus of interest to researchers and examiners. The use of portable electronic devices has increased significantly and gained popularity for forensic purposes. As well as computers, smartphones also have a high level of capability and can be used to analyse, recover, and manage criminal investigation’s data.
Due to development of information technology, smartphone is undoubtedly become one important part of human’s daily lives. With so many features inside, smartphone is used in many field, including forensic field. One of application of smartphone utilization in forensic field is automatic face image age estimation system. Automatic face image age estimation system consists of two parts, namely face detection and age estimation. The purpose of face detection is to recognize and localize the face in an image.

There are three categories of human face extraction method for age estimation. First method is aging pattern subspace (AGES). AGES method is statistical-based approach that use Principle Component Analysis (PCA) from the image. The second category is based on appearance. The primary features appearances which are used to analyse are eyes, nose, mouth, and chin. This method also uses wrinkle and do a measurement to estimate age. The third category is a widely used method which is based on comprises frequency approaches.

A lot of age estimation applications and websites are commercially available and free to use. Age estimation applications on iOS and Android systems are different. Some applications are only compatible or available on Android or iOS.

PhotoAge Live is an application for age estimation available on the iOS system and released in 2010 under a company named Percipo and compatible for iPhone, iPad, and iPod Touch. This application is able to calculate age from human face by using special software algorithms to analyse biometric landmarks. The users are allowed to use a photo from the library or take a new photo from the app.

How Old Do I Look – Age Camera is another application for age estimation released by Lucky Studio Games available on the Android system. It was published in 2015 and has been downloaded over 500,000 times in playstore. This application gives the user options to take a new picture or load an existing photo on the gallery. This application is designed with AI and able to recognize all faces in the picture quickly.

Check My Age is an application for biometric face detection and designed for age estimation available on the Android system. This app was released in 2016 and powered by Neurotechnology. Neurotechnology company itself was founded in Lithuania in 1990 and had released a lot of products related to biometric identification such as fingerprints, palm print, faces, irises and voices. All softwares they designed are based on Deep Neural Network (DNN), and other artificial intelligence-powered technologies. According to the app description, this program was built base on face recognition algorithms and Sky Biometry API. To provide an accurate age estimation result, this program use algorithm trained on more than 100,000 samples.

For using this app, the user can use any smartphone or tablet with an internet connection. This app will automatically detect the face in a photo and calculates the age estimation. The user can take a new picture from the app or use a picture that is already taken in the user’s phone. This app also can analyse a group picture and show each person’s age estimation. To get a better age evaluation result, the user’s face in a frame must be large and clear enough. The users are able to share the result on social media such as Facebook, Twitter, email, Instagram, and many more.

Different from the previous age estimator application, How-Old.net is a website powered by a company under Microsoft, called Microsoft Azure. Based on Microsoft Azure website, How-Old.net use Azure ML Face Detection API’s to predict the age and gender of any faces in the picture. The developers built this website with newly released Face Detection Matching Learning API’s and use Azure Stream Analytics to analyse data in real-time. Since the day it was released, this website has become one of the internet sensations and gained a lot of attention. In less than a week, 33 million users and 236 million images had been uploaded on the website. Compared to previous applications, this website does not provide any option to take a picture. The users must take a picture first with their camera and then upload on the website. How-Old.net also accepts a group picture and able to analyse all person’s ages recognized in the picture.

DISCUSSION

Facial age estimation through smartphone applications has gained a lot of interest and many potential applications have been established. All age estimation applications by face are expected to change human performance equally or even surpass human performance. Regarding the accuracy of age estimation application, only a few studies have been done to evaluate and count its accuracy. Sebastian et al (2015) evaluated one of the age estimation application called PhotoAge Live. Their study tested the application and compared it with the chronological and biological age estimation. This study also tried 2 different facial expressions, neutral face and smiling face with teeth, to evaluate the influence of facial expression. Based on statistical analysis, there were no statistically significant differences between PhotoAge results and the true mean age of the
samples or age prediction from human raters. There was only 1-year average difference and can be considered close enough to the chronological age of the samples. However, the application tends to give younger age estimation on a neutral face than a smiling face. Sebastian et al. (2015)\(^{30}\), concluded PhotoAge application can be used as a solid objective or valuable asset to estimate age in the forensic field.

Different studies about age estimation by smartphone application reported by Machado et al. (2017)\(^{31}\). Machado et al. (2017)\(^{31}\) use another application called How Old Do I Look?- Age Camera. This study compared age estimation from the application with the chronological age and evaluate its correlation. This study also used neutral facial expression and smiling faces. The result revealed there is no difference age estimation between facial expressions and showed a quite good correlation for men. Unfortunately, they found a low correlation of age estimation for female subjects. \(^{31}\)

There is no study or research about the accuracy of How Old.Net and Check My Age. We tried both applications and used 2 different facial expressions (Neutral face and smiling face with teeth). Based on our experiences, How Old.Net website showed 3 years average differences and 4 years average differences for Check My Age from average chronological age. The facial expression also influences age estimation result and smiling face showed older age estimation. We also tried PhotoAge Live and How Old Do I Look?- Age Camera and both applications give a quite good result.

Within the limitations of this study, we conclude that applications and websites used to estimate age on the smartphone showed quite good results and can be used as a supporting tool in the forensic field. However, further study should be conducted to compare the accuracy of each application with some clearer selection criteria applied in a bigger sample size and varieties age groups. For example, the photoshoot technique, the smartphone used regarding the camera resolution, different angles or positions, and also try to compare the result between the photo from the gallery or photo taken by the app. It would be good if the next study also compares the differential expression result, other than smiling face and neutral face.
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